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ABSTRACT 
 

This paper proposes an agent-based simulation model 
for analyzing adaptive processes of organizations with 
organizational learning. The model is based on a 
framework of organizational cybernetics and represents 
organizational activities both decision-makings and task 
resolutions. Organizational cybernetics helps us to grasp 
an organization concretely as an aggregation of 
functions. The model provides four functional layers 
(self-organization, adaptation, coordination, and 
process) and interactions among them. The activities of 
decision-makings correspond to processes of 
organizational learning, and the activities of task 
resolutions are performed as in Computational 
Organization Theory (COT). 
 
In the COT it should be pointed out that there are few 
researches to introduce both functional hierarchies and 
the concept of the organizational learning in each 
functional layer. In each functional layer, the 
organizational learning realizes the progress of the 
ability of making decisions to fulfill good performances 
of the organization as a whole. 
 
In this paper we confirm several desired factors on 
effective criteria in an adaptive learning mechanism: 
how to learn for the adaptation to the environment in 
each functional layer? In each functional layer, we 
propose better criteria for the organizational 
performance. In the self-organization and the adaptation 
layer, it works to use the inter-organizational learning 
for the evaluation of individuals’ internal models. And 
in the coordination and the process layer, it is important 
to learn from using the differences between the each 

layer’s decision variables and individuals’ ones. 
 
Keywords: organizational learning, agent-based 
simulation, organizational cybernetics, computational 
organization theory 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

As various researches have shown so far, organizational 
learning is indispensable to successful organizational 
adaptation. From the engineering and theoretical 
perspectives, how organizational learning is 
implemented in an adaptive process, particularly how to 
evaluate each individual’s decision making for the 
learning is a significant problem. 
 
The primary purpose of this paper is to make clear what 
criteria for the evaluations of each individual’s decision 
making work effectively. But, for this purpose, there are 
two difficulties that we have to consider, (1) what is a 
good criterion for the evaluation is different in each 
function because the organization consists of essentially 
different functions that differ from learning activities 
and (2) complex interactions between functions in the 
organization affect the learning activities in each 
function and the behavior of organizational adaptation. 
 
To deal with these difficulties, based on our foregoing 
model [1], we present an adaptive organizational model 
that has the framework for understanding the learning 
activities in each function and the behavior of 
organizational adaptation comprehensively by 
agent-based modeling. Using agent-based simulation 
with this model, we confirm several desired factors on 



effective criteria in an adaptive learning mechanism. 
 
 

2. MODEL 
 
We model an environment as a task generator and a 
response function, and an organization as a set of agents. 
We define four functional layers that are different in 
characteristics of decisions and actions as in 
organizational cybernetics [3]. Each agent belongs to 
one of the functional layers, and takes learning activities 
repetitively in a cyclic way: recognizing the 
environment and forming his internal model, making a 
decision from his internal model and learning by a 
revision of his internal model for realizing better 
performances. 
 
2.1 Environmental model 
 
An environment as a task generator provides an 
organization with n  tasks. For the i th section of the 

organization, a task is expressed by il -valued im -long 

strings (i.e. ( )5,6,2,4,1 ). The task means a series of the 

demand for the service of the product which the section 
provides. If the j th digit in the task for the i th section 
is four, then there is the demand of four units in j th 
term. An environment as a response function evaluates 
the output of the activities in an organization. An 
organizational performance is evaluated by calculating 
the response function 
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, where iα  and 41 ~ ββ  respectively show a real 
profit and a cost coefficient, ix′  values determined 
from the performances in the process layer. 
Organizational costs consist of the total number of 
agents in the organization s , the amount of resources 
for the task execution r , the learning intervals in each 
layer 41 ~ vv , and the number of organizations in an 

inter-organizational network g . 
 
2.2 Functional hierarchies in an organization 
 
Figure 1 represents an organizational model which 
consists of four functional layers: the self-organization 
layer, the adaptation layer, the coordination layer, and 
the process layer which has n  sections. The 
descriptions of each functional layer are as follows. 
 
• Self-organization layer in which decisions are 

made concerning organizational restructuring and 
domains of organizational actions. Agents decide 
three variables: the total number of agents in the 
organization s , the amount of resources for the 
task execution r , and the active vector a . The 
active vector a  defines which section resolves 
the task for each section from the environment. 
These variables affect a policy-making in the 
adaptation layer, an allocation of agents in the 
coordination layer, and a task resolution in the 
process layer. 

• Adaptation layer in which environmental situations 
are recognized and policies of the organization are 
made to be adaptive to the recognized environment. 
Agents recognize the real profit and the cost 
coefficient of the response function. The agents 
decide the decision variables ix  which 
correspond ix′  in the response function for 
maximizing f  after iα  and 41 ~ ββ  are 
recognized. Decision variables ix  represent the 
policy in the process layer, and the r  defines the 
amount of them. 

• Coordination layer in which the agents of the 
organization are coordinated to be allocated into 
each functional layer in the organization and each 
section in the process layer. The allocation 
represents the variety management in the 
organization and is expressed by the number of 
agents for each functional layer and each section 

nss +31 ~  under given s , where 1s  for 
self-organization, 2s  for adaptation, 3s  for 



coordination and nss +34 ~  for the sections in the 
process layer. 

• Process layer in which tasks are resolved 
according to the policy given by the adaptation 
layer has n  sections corresponding to ix  
( ni ,,1 L= ). Which tasks are resolved is defined 
by the active vector a . The active vector a  
consists of n  bit strings which shows whether the 

task for the i th section is resolved. The tasks 
are expressed by multiple-valued strings as in COT, 
and are resolved to realize the policy ix  in each 

section. As a result of evaluations of activities, jx′  

that affect the evaluations of the organization are 
determined. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. Four functional layers model: decision variables in each functional layer and their relations in the organization. 
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Figure 1 also shows decision variables in each layer and 
their relationships. The task resolution process is 
performed in the adaptation and the process layer, and 
management process of the organization is shown in the 
self-organization and the coordination layer. 
 
2.3 Process of organizational learning 
 
In each functional layer, organizational learning consists 
of four learning-loops as Argyris defined [2].  
According to Takahashi’s operational reinterpretation 
[5] for agent-based modeling of Argyris’ concept of the 
four learning-loops, the process of organizational 
learning is shown below. 
1. Each agent recognizes environmental situations 

and forms his internal model. 
2. Each agent makes a decision from his internal 

model (individual single-loop learning). 
3. Organizational decision making is done 

(organizational single-loop learning). 
4. Each agent revises his internal model in an 

evolutionary manner (individual double-loop 
learning). 

 
Figure 2 shows the process of organizational learning. 
As a result of repeating this process, the organizational 
double-loop learning can be considered as a 

convergence process of agents’ recognitions in the 
organization, and organizational decision makings in 
each functional layer will be improved. 
 
2.4 Internal model and decision-making 
 
In each functional layer, both individual decisions and 
an organizational decision are made. The individual 
decision-makings represent individual single-loop 
learning, and the organizational decision represents 
organizational single-loop learning. Individuals make 
decisions by referring his or her internal model which 
consists of the recognition of the problem situation and 
his or her sense of value in the problem situation. 
Organizational single-loop learning is done by the 
synthesis of individuals’ decision variables (e.g. in the 
self-organization layer, if the individual k ’s decision 
variables are defined as ( )nkikkkk aaars ,,,,,, 1 LL , 
the organizational decision variables 
( )ni aaars ,,,,,, 1 LL  are determined as 
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We define the relationship between the individual 
internal model and the individual (organizational) 
decision variables (Table 1). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2. Process of organizational learning.
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Table 1. Relation among elements of internal model and decision variables in each functional layer. 

Functional layer Individual recognition of
the problem situation His sense of value Individual / organizational

decision variables

Self-organization

(1) present evaluation for
the firm
(2) number of agents
(3) amount of resources
(4) active vector

If he is not satisfied in the present
situation, he changes decision
variables.

(1) number of agents
(2) amount of resources
(3) active vector

Adaptation

(1) recognized profit
coefficients
(2) recognized cost
coefficients

to maximize the evaluation value
of the recognized response
function by distributing the
amount of resources  to the active
sections

policy which determines an
allocation of resources

Coordination internal evaluations of each
functional layer

to allocate agents to realize better
performances in each layer

an allocation of agents

Process confronting task from the
environment

to make a plan to resolve the
recognized task

the resolution plan

s
r
a

( )ni xxx ,,,,1 LL=x

( )
iimijii qqq ′′′=′ ,,,,1 LLq

( )31 ,,,, +nsss LL θ

 
 

3. SIMULATION MODEL 
 
In the simulation the organization performs tasks at a 
time that is predefined by the parameters of the 

environment  ni ααα ,,,,1 LL , and the agents in the 

organization revise their internal models by double-loop 
learning which is implemented by a genetic algorithm 
process. 
 
This simulation consists of two phase: the task 
resolution phase and the adaptation phase. And the 
former is basic and obligatory, the latter is optional and 
selective in the simulation steps. 
 
Task resolution phase. 
1. Generation of tasks. The Environment generates 

n  tasks at a time (see Fig. 1). For the i th section 
of the organization, a task is expressed by 

il -valued im -long strings. The task means a 

series of the demand for the service or the product 

which the organization provides. If the j th digit 
in the task for the i th section is three, then there 
is the demand of three units in j th term. 

2. Activities in the organization. In the organization 
the adaptation function and the process function 
engage in the task resolution activities, and the 
self-organization function and the coordination 
function engage in the management activities. The 
activity (decision-making) processes in each layer 
are as follows: (1) each agent makes a decision 
from his internal model, (2) the organizational 
decision making is done based on individual 
decision-makings, (3) the organizational action is 
done according to the organizational decision 
making. 
• Self-organization. Three variables are 

determined: the number of agents s , the 
amount of resources r , and the active vector 
a . 

• Adaptation. Agents recognize the situation of 
the environment as the parameters of the 
response function 



43211 ,,,,,,,, ββββααα ni LL , and decide 

the policy ( )ni xxx ,,,,1 LL=x  which 
means the resource allocation to realize the 
maximum profit under the restrictions by r  
and a . 

• Coordination. Agents recognize internal 
evaluations of each functional layer 

31
~
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+nfff LL θ . The evaluation 1
~f  is of 

the self-organization, 2
~f  of the adaptation, 

3
~f  of the coordination, and 34

~
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~
+nff L  of 

the each section of the process. Agents decide 
an allocation of agents to realize better 
performances in each layer: 
( )31 ,,,, +nsss LL θ . 

• Process. In active sections ( 1=ia ), based on 

their recognitions ( )
iimijii qqq ˆ,,ˆ,,ˆˆ 1 LL=q , 

agents make a resolution plan 

( )
iimijii qqq ′′′=′ ,,,,1 LLq . When the task i  

is performed, the degree of resolution is 

evaluated as ∑
∑= =
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active section i . The realized profit of the 
organization is calculated by the real profit 
coefficient, the degree of resolution, and the 
policy as iii xcα .  

3. Evaluation of the organization. The results of the 
organizational activities are evaluated with the 
response function 
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which represents the organizational performance in 
the step. In the experiment parameters 

gvvni ,,,,,,,,,,, 41411 LLLL ββααα  are set 

according to the experimental design. If the 

double-loop learning is done in the step, go to the 
next phase (Adaptation phase). If the termination 
condition is not satisfied, the step t  is done and 
the step 1+t  begins (returns to the top of the 
process), otherwise the simulation ends. 

 
Adaptation phase. 
We apply genetic algorithm for implementing a process 
of organizational learning and adaptation. The 
double-loop learning is represented by applying the 
genetic operators; selection, crossover and mutation to 
agents’ chromosomes which code the internal models of 
the agents. 
4. Evaluation of the results in the functional layers. If 

the double-loop learning is done in this functional 
layer, the results of the individual internal models 
in the functional layer are evaluated with a fitness 
function representing how much the individual 
decision-makings adapt to the concerning 
environment. The proposed fitness functions which 
are desirable to realize organizational double-loop 
learning are shown in the next section. 

5. Selection of individual internal models. By using 
the roulette rule of genetic algorithms, in the 
functional layer, their internal models of the agents 
in the next step are selected. 

6. Crossover. A two-point crossover is applied on the 
coded internal models of the individuals. 

7. Mutation. The mutation is applied on the coded 
internal models of the individuals. After this 
revising process of the individual internal models, 
if the termination condition is not satisfied, the 
step t  is done and the step 1+t  begins (returns 
to the top of the processes), otherwise the 
simulation ends. 

 
 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 
It is hard to evaluate individuals’ internal models 
directly because they are not explicit for the estimators 
and themselves. Since, we must evaluate them indirectly, 
from their decision variables. This is a problem for the 



evaluation: how do we judge their decision variables 
right? The criteria and the methods about this are 
obscure. We here show better ones for each functional 
layer. 
 
4.1 Experimental design 
 
In this model, GA and fitness functions in the selection 
of each functional layer basically provide learning 
mechanisms of the organization. And the individual 
internal models are evaluated from the fitness function 
in each functional layer. Then we expect from the 
experiments to confirm the following propositions on 
desired factors for effective learning mechanisms from 
the simulation results. 
• In the self-organization function, it is desirable to 

learn from the indices of both the existing 
organizations’ evaluations and the three decision 
variables ( a,, rs ) under the environment. 

• In the adaptation function, effective improvement 
comes from using an extent of differences between 
a realized evaluation and an expected one. 

• In the coordination function, it is necessary for the 
adaptation in the organization that the thresholds of 
performances in each layer are set by the 
organization in determining the present resource 
allocation. 

• In the process function, it is important for the 
successful task resolving to learn from an extent of 
differences between an adapted decision making 

and the decision actually made. 
 
4.2 Inter-organizational learning 
 
We propose an inter-organizational learning method 
which uses an inter-organizational network [6] as an 
effective evaluation method of individual internal 
models in the self-organization and adaptation layer. In 
this model, the inter-organizational learning means 
reciprocal one. The organizations in the environment 
share the information: the decision variables of the 
organization and the evaluation of the organization in 
the step t . Each organization utilize these information 
for evaluate individual internal models in own 
organization. 
 
The evaluation method of individuals’ decision 
variables in self-organization layer is shown below. The 

evaluation value of own organization defines 1f  and 

the decision variables of own organization ),,( 111 ars . 

And the evaluation value of other organizations are 

defined gu fff ,,,,2 LL  and the  decision 

variables of other organizations 

),,(,),,,(,),,,( 222 ggguuu rsrsrs aaa LL . The 

constant g  is the number of the organizations in the 
inter-organizational learning network. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Fig. 3. Evaluation of the individual internal model with the inter-organizational network.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of two learning: the proposed learning (with inter-organizational leaning) and the random learning 
(with no double-loop learning) in the self-organization layer. 
 
The individual k ’s evaluation ke  of the decision 
variables ),,( kkk rs a  is estimated as 
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in the organization. 
 
Figure 4 shows that the proposed learning is effective 
rather than random learning. In this model, the random 
learning means mere changes in individuals’ internal 
models. From this, we confirmed that it is desirable to 
learn from the indices of both the existing organizations’ 
evaluations and the three decision variables ( a,, rs ) 
under the environment. And further results will be 
presented by the conference. 
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